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Without Prejudice, 

 

Dated 2nd  September 2013 

Wasi Ahmed, 

Advisor (B & CS) 

Telecom Regulatory authority of India 

Mahanagar Doordsanchar Bhawan 

Jawahar Lal Nehru Marg, 

Old Minto Road, 

New Delhi 110002 

Email: traicable@yahoo.co.in 

 

Re: Consultation Paper No. : 8 /2013 

Subject: Comments on “Distribution of Tv Channels from Broadcasters to 

Platform operator” by M/s Satellite Channels Pvt. Ltd. 

At the outset we appreciate TRAI for coming up with an practical and realistic  

consultation paper on the above mentioned subject, to curb the monopoly and 

anti competitive practice. We support and endorse the opinions expressed by 

TRAI in the present consultation paper in totality. This will end the customer 

woes with reference to the forced subscription of channels/ bouquet by 

aggregators. 

While it appears that TRAI is already well aware of the situation being witnessed 

by the relevant players in the broadcasting and cable TV industry as a 

consequence of the emergence of ‘aggregators’, there are certain pertinent 

issues to be brought forth before TRAI so that the same could addressed and 

suitable amendments be made to the relevant acts, rules, regulations etc. 

The written comments made henceforth are broadly divided into two parts 

followed by recommendations which are additional to the proposals already 
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made by TRAI in the consultation paper and the draft (amendment) regulations 

and the draft memorandum.  

The first patr deals with the anti-competitive practices being practiced by the 

‘aggregators’ and related industry players which in effect is prejudicing the 

competition in the relevant market and is thereby adversely affecting the interest 

of small time ‘down-vertical players’ namely, the MSOs and the LCOs, which in 

turn is being passed on to the end-consumers. 

The second part deals with the issues related to pricing of pay channels and as 

to in what manner the pay channels ought to be priced so that a fair situation be 

arrived at for all the relevant players and the end-consumers of the broadcasting 

and cable TV industry. 

 

 

Anti-Competitive Practices practiced by ‘aggregators’ and related industry 

players+++++++++++ 

 

1. The Hon’ble Supreme Court in Star India Pvt. Ltd. v/s Sea T.V. Network 

Ltd. & Another vide judgement dated 03.04.2007 had categorically opined 

that “…The object of Interconnection Regulations is to eliminate 

monopoly…” and “…although a broadcaster is free to appoint an agent 

under the proviso to clause 3.3 such an agent cannot be a competitor or 

part of the network…”.  

 

2. In effect it was pronounced by the Apex Court that no ‘competing player in 

the supply chain including an MSO/LCO’, should have any interest in the 

‘authorised distribution agent’ of the broadcaster. 

3. As already pointed in the draft memorandum that there are about 233 pay 

channels in the country, out of which about 170 are distributed by the four 

main leading ‘aggregators’, however, what the draft memorandum has 

missed out on mentioning is that the leading aggregators are the very 
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creation of the leading broadcasters and the other related industry players 

such as the national level MSOs and/or DTH service providers, who are 

interested in the aggregators, and owing to which certain anti-competitive 

practices are being witnessed in the relevant market. 

4. For instance, in 2002, a joint venture was established by Zee 

Entertainment Enterprises Ltd and Turner International Private Limited 

under the name of ‘Zee Turner Ltd.’. This entity which had a stake-holding 

pattern of 76:24 (Zee:Turner) was meant for distribution of channels 

belonging to the Zee group and the Turner group in India, Nepal and 

Bhutan. 

5. Thereafter, in 2008, DEN Networks Ltd., a leading MSO in the country 

collaborated with Star India, a leading broadcaster, to form a 50:50 joint 

venture under the name of ‘Star Den’, for the ‘exclusive distribution’ of pay 

channels belonging to Star India and certain other broadcasters.  

6. Thereafter, in May 2011, Zee Turner Ltd. and Star Den Media Services 

entered into a 50:50 joint venture to form ‘Media Pro Enterprise India Pvt. 

Ltd.’ which as on date acts as the exclusive distribution agent of about 80 

pay channels belonging to the Star DEN and Zee Turner bouquets. 

 

7. To illustrate the above mentioned, a diagrammatic representation is given:- 
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8. It is also very important to note that apart from having stakes in MSO 

business broadcasters also have active share holding in DTH business like 

ZEE in Dish TV and Star in Tata Sky and Sun Tv in Sun DTH.   

9. That before proceeding any further, it is pertinent to point out that the very 

formation of ‘Star Den’ (i.e. Star, a broadcaster and DEN, an MSO) was in 

defiance of the mandate of the above referred to ruling of the Apex Court 

that ‘although a broadcaster is free to appoint a distribution agent, such a 

distribution agent cannot be a competitor or a part in the network.’ 

10. Therefore, it is self-explanatory as to why the very formation of ‘Media Pro’ 

(involves 3 leading broadcasters and two (2) MSO) was/is in complete 

defiance of the referred to ruling of the Apex Court.  

11. Further, as already stated in the draft memorandum, there are about 233 

pay channels in India offered by 59 pay broadcasters. Therefore, if out of 

the 233 pay channels, 75 or 80 leading pay channels of different genres 

and belonging to three leading broadcasters viz. Zee, Star and Turner are 

being distributed by one common entity namely, Media Pro, it is indicative 

of the fact that ‘Media Pro’ is enjoying a share of about 40% of the market 

and is in a ‘dominant position’ in the relevant market. 

It is further pertinent to mention that merger of STAR Den and Zee Turner 

has lead to such level that its litigation has more than doubled. 

In the year 2010 37 cases were filed against STAR DEN before Hon’ble 

TDSAT and 31 cases were filed against Zee Turner Ltd. before the same 

Tribunal. A copy of list of cases are annexed hereto and marked as 

ANNEXURE A 

That both companies enter into merger in the month of June, 2011, so we 

have not taken the no. cases filled by then before hon’ble TDSAT. 
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In the year 2012, merger of the said companies viz: Media Pro filled 186 

no. of cases before Hon’ble TDSAT. 

 

12. That the draft memorandum has already pointed out that the aggregators 

are accumulating more and more channels of different broadcasters and 

are strategically accommodating some of the ‘lower value channels’ in the 

bouquets offered by them in order to push such channels alongwith the 

popular ones.  

13. That in this respect it is pertinent to state that no aggregator including 

Media Pro has refrained itself from ‘tying-in’ the low value channels 

alongwith the popular ones, which has left the MSOs and/or LCOs with no 

other alternative but to purchase the low value channels tied-in with the 

popular ones as otherwise the MSOs/LCOs will be denied of the popular 

pay channels. Further, the purchase of the popular channels on a-la-carte 

basis at the prevalent prices puts greater burden on the MSOs/LCOs which 

inevitably gets passed on to the end-consumers.  

14. That the above stated practice of the aggregators such as Media Pro, is 

anti-competitive in nature and is in blatant violation of Section 4 of the 

Competition Act, 2002 as aggregators such as Media Pro are abusing their 

‘dominant position’ in the relevant market by inter alia imposing unfair 

conditions on-  

(i.) the purchase of channels by the MSOs/LCOs, by tying-up the low 

value channels with the popular ones, and  

(ii.) the price at popular channels are purchased on a-la-carte basis.  

15. The relevant portion of Section 4 of the Competition Act, 2002 is 

reproduced below:- 

“4. Abuse of dominant position.- (1)No enterprise or group shall abuse its 
dominant position. 
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(2) There shall be an abuse of dominant position under sub-section (1), if an 
enterprise or a group.—- 

(a) directly or indirectly, imposes unfair or discriminatory— 

(i) condition in purchase or sale of goods or service; or 

(ii) price in purchase or sale (including predatory price) of goods or service. 

…………………………………………… 

(d) makes conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by other parties of 
supplementary obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial 
usage, have no connection with the subject of such contracts; or 

…………………………………………… 

Explanation.—For the purposes of this section, the expression— 

(a) "dominant position" means a position of strength, enjoyed by an enterprise, in 
the relevant market, in India, which enables it to— 

(i) operate independently of competitive forces prevailing in the relevant market; or 

(ii) affect its competitors or consumers or the relevant market in its favour. 

…………………………………………”  

   

16. As already stated in the draft memorandum, the above named ‘four 

aggregators control about 73% of the pay channel market and thereby 

have the substantial negotiating power which is often being misused.’ 

17. The oligopolistic approach of the leading broadcasters of forming cartels in 

the guise of  ‘aggregators/joint venture’ is an anti-competitive practice as 

the arrangements between the broadcasters have in no manner increased 

the ‘efficiency’ in the relevant market but on the other hand, have led to a 

situation where the ‘players at the lower-end of the supply chain viz. the 

MSOs and the LCOs’ are facing undue hardships with respect to the 

provision and pricing of the pay channels and are left with no other 

alternative but to pass on the burden to the end-consumers. 
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Due to the vertical Integration business between the Content Aggregator, 

Broadcaster and certain national level MSO’s, there arises unfair trade 

practices by charging lesser amount/ Subscription fee to such MSOs in the 

garb of wholesale discount, or paying them higher on the carriage 

placement fees. 

TRAI should make payment terms of all service providers i.e. DTH/ IPTV, 

Cable TV, OTT etc at par to overcome the unfair trade practices. 

Pay channel rate should be equal for all MSO’s, irrespective of the fact 

whether such MSO is small or national level MSO. 

It is pertinent to mention that when any MSO seeks the channel on RIO 

basis, broadcaster refuses to give so, by giving a excuse like wise technical 

excuses. 

18. Certain/ many agencies/ aggregators operate as authorized agents of more 

than one broadcaster creating cartel of pay channels and deciding the 

content to be consumed by the consumers at the price sttled by them. 

Therefore, TRAI should take serious action against such agencies/ 

aggregators, for getting rid of them so that consumers have power to 

decide what channels they want to watch rather then any other person/ 

agency/ company deciding what they want to show to the consumers. 

19. The above stated practice of the broadcasters of forming cartels in the 

guise of ‘aggregators/joint ventures’ is in blatant violation of Section 3 of 

the Competition Act, 2002 which provides:- 

“3. Anti-competitive agreements.- (1) No enterprise or association of 

enterprises or person or association of persons shall enter into any agreement in 

respect of production, supply, distribution, storage, acquisition or control of goods 

or provision of services, which causes or is likely to cause an appreciable adverse 

effect on competition within India. 
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(2) Any agreement entered into in contravention of the provisions contained in 

subsection (1) shall be void. 

(3) Any agreement entered into between enterprises or associations of enterprises 

or persons or associations of persons or between any person and enterprise or 

practice carried on, or decision taken by, any association of enterprises or 

association of persons, including cartels, engaged in identical or similar trade of 

goods or provision of services, which— 

(a) Directly or indirectly determines purchase or sale prices; 

(b) Limits or controls production, supply, markets, technical development, 

investment or provision of services; 

(c) shares the market or source of production or provision of services by way of 

allocation of geographical area of market, or type of goods or services, or number 

of customers in the market or any other similar way; 

………………………………… 

Provided that nothing contained in this sub-section shall apply to any agreement 

entered into by way of joint ventures if such agreement increases efficiency in 

production, supply, distribution, storage, acquisition or control of goods or 

provision of services. 

………………………………… 

(4) Any agreement amongst enterprises or persons at different stages or levels of 

the production chain in different markets, in respect of production, supply, 

distribution, storage, sale or price of, or trade in goods or provision of services, 

including— 

(a) Tie-in arrangement; 

…………………………… 

(c) Exclusive distribution agreement; 
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……………………………………………. 

Explanation.—For the purposes of this sub-section,— 

(a) "tie-in arrangement" includes any agreement requiring a purchaser of goods, 

as a condition of such purchase, to purchase some other goods; 

…………………………........................... 

(c) "exclusive distribution agreement" includes any agreement to limit, restrict or 

withhold the output or supply of any goods or allocate any area or market for the 

disposal or sale of the goods; 

……………………………………………………..” 

20. That a perusal of the above cited legal text will also indicate that the 

‘exclusive distribution agreement’ between the broadcaster(s) and the 

aggregators are also in blatant violation of Section 3 of the Competition 

Act, 2002. 

21. Similarly, the agreements whereby the MSOs/LCOs are compelled to 

purchase the low value channels in bouquets alongwith the popular 

channels, are also in violation of Section 3 in view of explanation of ‘tie-in 

arrangements’ given thereunder. 

22. That it is further pertinent to point out that Regulation 3 of the 

Telecommunication (Broadcasting and Cable Services) Interconnection 

Regulations, 2004 mandates that channels shall be offered by the 

broadcaster or its authorised distribution agent on a “non-discriminatory 

basis” and “in a manner which is not prejudicial to competition” and that “no 

broadcaster shall engage into any practice or activity or enter into 

understanding or arrangement, including exclusive contracts with any 

distributor of TV channels from obtaining such TV channels for distribution.” 

23. Similarly, Regulation 3 of the Telecommunication (Broadcasting and the 

Cable Services) (Digital Addressable Cable Television Systems) 
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Interconnection Regulations, 2012  mandates that every broadcaster or its 

authorized distribution agent shall provide television channels to multi-

system operators on “non-discriminatory” basis and “no broadcaster of TV 

channels shall engage in any practice or activity or enter into 

understanding or arrangement, including exclusive contracts with any multi-

system operator from obtaining such TV channels for distribution.” 

24. Further, regulation 3(9) of the 2012 Interconnect Regulations provides that 

“no multi-system operator shall enter into any understanding or 

arrangement with the broadcaster that may prevent any other broadcaster 

from obtaining access to the cable network of such multi-system operator.” 

25. However, in the current scenario where for instance Media Pro, a leading 

aggregator and which is a creation of three of the leading broadcasters and 

a national level MSO, is the authorised distributor for about 40% of the pay 

channels in the industry; it is unreasonable to imagine that supply of 

channels to the ‘players at the lower end of the supply chain viz. the MSOs 

and the LCOs’ will happen on a non-discriminatory basis. 

26. TRAI should come up with cap on maximum number of channels per 

broadcaster because there is a fear of consolidation/ acquisition/ taking 

Indian rights of unlinking/ downlinking of channel by large broadcasters 

over small broadcaster. Again a similar cartel situation can arise and this 

time by large broadcaster in place of aggregators. 

Fair Pricing of Pay Channels on a-la-carte basis  

27. It is pertinent to state that irrespective of delinking the pay channels of one 

broadcaster from that of the other broadcaster and reconstituting the whole 

bouquet so as to provide the pay channels of only broadcaster, no fair 

solution to the whole issue could be achieved. 
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28. That even in the case of a reconstituted bouquet where all channels belong 

to only one broadcaster, the broadcaster will have the leverage to club the 

‘lower value channels’ belonging to itself alongwith the popular ones.  

29. The MSOs/LCOs in such an event would again be compelled to purchase 

the lower value channels else they shall be denied of the popular pay 

channels of the broadcaster. 

30. That thereby, the anti-competitive practice of ‘tying-in’ the lower value 

channels with the popular ones shall remain prevalent even if the bouquets 

offered by the aggregators at present are reconstituted and bouquets 

having the channels of a single broadcaster are offered. 

31. Therefore, to remedy the situation it is inevitable that the offering of 

bouquets of pay channels is disallowed and it be made mandatory for the                    

broadcasters to offer pay channels only on ‘a-la-carte basis’. 

32. Further, in order to ensure that the broadcasters are restrained from 

demanding unreasonably exorbitant charges for the pay channels offered 

on a-la-carte basis, an ‘upper ceiling limit per end-subscriber/consumer’ be 

prescribed as had been prescribed during the erstwhile CAS regime under 

Clause 6 of the Telecommunication (Broadcasting and Cable) Services 

(Third) (CAS Areas) Tariff Order, 2006 (6 of 2006).  

33. The broadcasters be allowed to price a particular pay channel within the 

prescribed upper ceiling limit and, if there are two channels offered by the 

broadcaster belonging to the same genre then both the channels be priced 

equally. 

For example, if a broadcaster has two channels ‘A’ and ‘B’, both belonging 

to the genre of General Entertainment then the price of both ‘A’ and ‘B’ has 

to be equal. 

But, If the contents of channel A is repeated in channel B, then Broadcaster 

should not be allowed to charge channel B at par with channel A. 
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34. This in turn will also curb the practice of shuffling of popular programmes 

by the broadcaster from its one pay channel to another. 

35. A-la –carte rate of channels should be same as that of the rate in analogue/ 

Digital platform. 

36. Further, the fixing of an upper ceiling limit would not cause any undue 

prejudice to the revenue of the broadcaster as unlike some of the other 

countries where pay channels are advertisement-free; there is no bar in 

India for the broadcasters to have two parallel sources of revenue, one 

from the advertisers and second from the sub-scribers. 

37. Further, it has been witnessed that some of the pay channels remain 

popular during a certain particular period of the year. However, the prices 

charged for such channels remains the same throughout the year.  

For example, one of the film based channel offered by a leading 

broadcaster also broadcasts an annual major sporting event organized 

during April-May-June.  

This channel remains popular only during such period when the sporting 

event is broadcasted. However, during rest of the year its popularity 

remains below par.  

Now, because it is offered in bouquets alongwith other popular channels, 

the sub-scribers are compelled to continue subscribing it throughout the 

rest of the year as well. Though, the channel is also offered on a-la-carte 

basis, the a-la-carte price is such that it would be financially unviable for 

the sub-scriber to avail it on a-la-carte basis. 

43. Therefore, if an upper ceiling limit is prescribed on the a-la-carte price of 

this channel, the sub-scriber will have the flexibility to avail the subscription 

of the channel only for the period when the channel broadcasts the major 

sporting event and to pay the price accordingly. 
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44. Further, in the current scenario where digitization of the cable industry is to 

be implemented throughout the country by 2014 the broadcaster will have 

all the pertinent information about the end-subscriber/consumer base of an 

MSO/LCO and the pay channels belonging to it subscribed by the end-

subscribers/consumers and thereby transparency would be prevalent when 

the aggregate payment is made by the MSO/LCO to the broadcaster. 

45. Furthermore, there should be a ‘fixed revenue sharing model’ as was 

prescribed for CAS, where a certain percentage of the a-la-carte price paid 

by the end-subscriber/consumer will be shared between the broadcaster 

and the other players in the supply chain. 

 For example, if Rs. 5 is paid as the a-la-carte price of a pay channel by the 

end-subscriber/consumer, then 40% of Rs. 5 i.e. Rs. 2 shall go to the 

broadcaster, 35% i.e. Rs. 1.75 will go to the MSO and 25% i.e. Rs. 1.25 will 

go to the LCO. 

46. It is further pertinent to point out the fixation of upper ceiling limit on the 

price of pay channels and fixation of the revenue sharing model, shall do 

away with the situation where unfair and discriminatory charges could be 

demanded by the broadcasters from the other players in the supply chain. 

In view of the above, and in addition to the proposals already made by TRAI in 

the consultation paper, the following recommendations are made:- 

(i.) The broadcaster and authorised distribution agents will act on a principle-

agent basis and, the authorised distribution agent shall act only as a 

division of the broadcaster. 

(ii.) The authorised distribution agent will merely act as a liasoning division for 

the broadcaster and shall not enter into any agreement on behalf of the 

broadcaster. 

(iii.) The authorised distribution agent of the broadcaster shall have no interest 

with respect to any another broadcaster. 
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(iv.) The authorised distribution agent of a broadcaster shall have no interest 

with respect to any other player in the supply chain or in the industry be it 

an MSO, LCO, DTH service provider, etc. 

(v.) Restrict the role of Aggregator to single broadcaster and they may not be 

not be allowed to deal with multiple broadcasters. 

(vi.) Get rid of aggregators of pay channels so that consumers have more 

power to decide what content they should consume rather than a cartel of 

pay channels deciding that. 

(vii.) Pay channels should be offered by the broadcasters only on a-la-carte 

basis. 

(viii.) An upper ceiling limit per end-subscriber/consumer is fixed and the 

broadcaster is obliged to fix the price of a pay channel on a-la-carte basis, 

only with such prescribed upper ceiling limit. 

(ix.) If two pay channels are offered by the broadcaster belonging to the same 

genre then the price charged for one shall be the same as charged for the 

other, but if a content of channel is repeated in the another channel then it 

should not be charged similarly 

(x.) The price charged by the broadcaster from one player in the supply chain 

should be the same as charged from another player in the same sphere 

irrespective of the size, sub-scriber base, geographic location of the player 

etc. 

(xi.) Price of the pay channels is published on the website of the broadcaster. 

(xii.)  A ‘fixed revenue sharing model’ is prescribed where a fixed percentage of 

the a-la-carte price paid by the end-subscriber/consumer will be shared 

between the broadcaster and the other players in the supply chain.   

(xiii.) There should be cap on the maximum no of channels per broadcaster. 
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Yours Sincerely, 

For Satellite Channels Pvt. Ltd. 

 

_______________ 

 



CASE AGAINST STAR DEN 2010 
S.No. Petition No. Year 2010 Cases Against Star Den 

PG (1) 
V/s Case Against

1 2 (c) Kailash V/s  Star Den 
2 3 (c) Bridgeview V/s  Star Den
3 10 (c) Kailash V/s  Star Den
4 25 (c) IMCL V/s  Star Den
5 26 (c) Hathway V/s  Star Den
6 33 (c) Sangani V/s  Star Den
7 34 (c) Shri Ram Video Cable V/s  Star Den
8 35 (c) Mathabhanga Satellite V/s  Star Den
9 40 MCL V- Star Den V/s  Star Den

10 69 Nidhi Enterprises V/s  Star Den
11 80 Grand Bhatia V/s  Star Den
12 110 Paras Cable V/s  Star Den
13 127 Jak V/s  Star Den
14 144 Parashar Network V/s  Star Den
15 162 Shiva Vision V/s  Star Den
16 178 WWIL V/s  Star Den
17 180 Manthan V/s  Star Den
18 184 Durga City V/s  Star Den
19 188 Nirman V/s  Star Den
20 212 R.K. Cable V/s  Star Den
21 212 TV 18 V/s  Star Den
22 248 SD-V-70-18 V/s  Star Den
23 257 Anil Kumar V/s  Star Den
24 261 Mahavir Toun V/s  Star Den
25 275 DK NR V/s  Star Den
26 326 Krishna V/s  Star Den
27 328 Aman Cable V/s  Star Den
28 329 Pearls Cable V/s  Star Den
29 330 J.J. V/s  Star Den
30 331 Digi V/s  Star Den
31 333 Digi SSC V/s  Star Den
32 334 Digi SSC V/s  Star Den
33 335 Digi SSC V/s  Star Den
34 351 Neelkanth V/s  Star Den
35 379 Silvenia V/s  Star Den
36 405 God Father V/s  Star Den
37 411 CBS City V/s  Star Den

 



CASE AGAINST ZEE TURNER 2010 
S. No. Petition 

No. 
Year 2010 Cases Against Zee 

Turner PG (1) 
V/s Against   

Zee Turner 
1 7 (c) SR Cable  V/s Zee Turner 
2 70 (c) Ravi Teja Communication  V/s Zee Turner 
3 97 Harika  V/s Zee Turner 
4 104 Shree Devi Master Media  V/s Zee Turner 
5 109 Digi Cable Communication  V/s Zee Turner 
6 117 Digi Cable  V/s Zee Turner 
7 118 Central India  (Raj) V/s Zee Turner 
8 119 Digi Cable (Jaunpur) V/s Zee Turner 
9 120 Digi Cable (Mumbai) V/s Zee Turner 

10 121 Digi Cable (Agra) V/s Zee Turner 
11 122 Digi SSC (Muradabad) V/s Zee Turner 
12 123 Digi Cable (A.P.) V/s Zee Turner 
13 127 Central India (Jabalpur) V/s Zee Turner 
14 125 Central India (Bilaspur) V/s Zee Turner 
15 176 Utsav  V/s Zee Turner 
16 166 Asia Net Satellite V/s Zee Turner 
17 167 Mahalaxmi Cable  V/s Zee Turner 
18 170 Teleview Communication  V/s Zee Turner 
19 183 Durga  V/s Zee Turner 
20 194 Concord Society  V/s Zee Turner 
21 214 R.K.  V/s Zee Turner 
22 217 Sangani  V/s Zee Turner 
23 273 D.K.N.R.  V/s Zee Turner 
24 317 Vear Cable  V/s Zee Turner 
25 339 Sri Sai  V/s Zee Turner 
26 342 Sristi Cable  V/s Zee Turner 
27 346 Neelkanth  V/s Zee Turner 
28 358 Maha Laxmi  V/s Zee Turner 
29 397 Eswara  V/s Zee Turner 
30 407 Z TV Prasar Bhari V/s Zee Turner 
31 417 Ortel  V/s Zee Turner 
32 418    
33 419    
34 425    
35 426    
36 428    
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CASE AGAINST MEDIAPRO 2012 
S. No. Petition No. Year 2010 Cases Against 

Mediapro PG (1) 
V/s Against Mediapro 

1 1 Chattisgarh  V/s Mediapro 
2 16 Nandgaon  V/s Mediapro 
3 24 Raghovendra   V/s Mediapro
4 44 Khatri  V/s Mediapro
5 77 Parmeshwari  V/s Mediapro
6 78 Venkat  V/s Mediapro
7 79 Akshya  V/s Mediapro
8 80 Srinivaga  V/s Mediapro
9 81  Jagityal  V/s Mediapro

10 82 Hari Sai  V/s Mediapro
11 96 IMCL  V/s Mediapro
12 119 Kal Cable  V/s Mediapro
13 120 -Do- V/s Mediapro
14 121 -Do- V/s Mediapro
15 122 -Do- V/s Mediapro
16 123 -Do- V/s Mediapro
17 124 -Do- V/s Mediapro
18 125 -Do- V/s Mediapro
19 126 -Do- V/s Mediapro
20 127 -Do- V/s Mediapro
21 128 -Do- V/s Mediapro
22 129 -Do- V/s Mediapro
23 135 VIJ Media   V/s Mediapro
24 141 Digi Cable Communication 

Mediapro & SD, ZFEL, ZNL 
V/s Mediapro

25 146 Venkateshwara  V/s Mediapro
26 147 Sree Digital  V/s Mediapro
27 148 Exalte Digital  V/s Mediapro
28 149 HCV  V/s Mediapro
29 245 All in All  V/s Mediapro
30 275 SSD Cable  V/s Mediapro
31 277 Gujrat TeleLinks  V/s Mediapro
32 280 Home Broadband  V/s Mediapro
33 287 Gujrat Telelinks  V/s Mediapro
34 317  Saraswati  V/s Mediapro
35 318  IMCL  V/s Mediapro
36 322 IMCL  V/s Mediapro
37 325 Ani Communication  V/s Mediapro
38 330 Bitto Cable  V/s Mediapro
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39 337 M.P.  V/s Mediapro
40 340 M.P.  V/s Mediapro
41 345 Ana Cable  V/s Mediapro
42 351 Digi  V/s Mediapro
43 352 -Do- V/s Mediapro
44 353 -Do- V/s Mediapro
45 354 -Do- V/s Mediapro
46 355 -Do- V/s Mediapro
47 356 -Do- V/s Mediapro
48 357 Gujarat Telelink  V/s Mediapro
49 383 Darsh Digital  V/s Mediapro
50 384 -Do- V/s Mediapro
51 385 -Do- V/s Mediapro
52 392 IMLL  V/s Mediapro
53 393 -Do- V/s Mediapro
54 394 -Do- V/s Mediapro
55 395 -Do- V/s Mediapro
56 396 Pan Resorts  V/s Mediapro
57 397 Chitradurga  V/s Mediapro
58 398 Cable First  V/s Mediapro
59 399 -Do- V/s Mediapro
60 400 -Do- V/s Mediapro
61 401 Digi  V/s Mediapro
62 402 -Do- V/s Mediapro
63 403 -Do- V/s Mediapro
64 404 -Do- V/s Mediapro
65 405 -Do- V/s Mediapro
66 406 -Do- V/s Mediapro
67 407 -Do- V/s Mediapro
68 408 -Do- V/s Mediapro
69 409 -Do- V/s Mediapro
70 410 -Do- V/s Mediapro
71 411 -Do- V/s Mediapro
72 412 -Do- V/s Mediapro
73 413 -Do- V/s Mediapro
74 414 -Do- V/s Mediapro
75 415 -Do- V/s Mediapro
76 416 -Do- V/s Mediapro
77 417 -Do- V/s Mediapro
78 418 -Do- V/s Mediapro
79 420 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
80 463 Darsh  V/s Mediapro
81 467 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
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82 468 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
83 469 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
84 470 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
85 471 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
86 472 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
87 473 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
88 474 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
89 475 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
90 476 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
91 476 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
92 477 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
93 478 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
94 479 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
95 480 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
96 481 Manthan  V/s Mediapro
97 489 Ortel Communication  V/s Mediapro
98 490 -Do- V/s Mediapro
99 514 Raju Communication  V/s Mediapro

100 515 Digi ACN  V/s Mediapro
101 557 Digi Cable Communication  V/s Mediapro
102 560 Surya Palace Hotel  V/s Mediapro
103 594 M.P. V. Akash Cable  V/s Mediapro
104 595 Akash Cable  V/s Mediapro
105 596 Akash Cable  V/s Mediapro
106 567 Akash Cable  V/s Mediapro
107 598 Polimer Cable  V/s Mediapro
108 599 Polimer Cable  V/s Mediapro
109 600 Polimer Cable  V/s Mediapro
110 601 Polimer Cable  V/s Mediapro
111 602 Polimer Cable  V/s Mediapro
112 603 Polimer Cable  V/s Mediapro
113 604 Polimer Cable  V/s Mediapro
114 605 City Television  V/s Mediapro
115 606 City Television  V/s Mediapro
116 607 City Television  V/s Mediapro
117 608 CTN Gorur  V/s Mediapro
118 609 CTN Katagiri V/s Mediapro
119 610 CTN Ludar  V/s Mediapro
120 611 Akash Cable  V/s Mediapro
121 615 SCOD 18  V/s Mediapro
122 616 Sat Guru  V/s Mediapro
123 652 Digi Guru  V/s Mediapro
124 665 Varadaraj Cable   V/s Mediapro
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125 667 United Cable  V/s Mediapro
126 676 IMCL  V/s Mediapro
127 679 XNI Communication  V/s Mediapro
128 681 Satellite Channel  V/s Mediapro
129 682 Star Broad Band  V/s Mediapro
130 721 Home Cable  V/s Mediapro
131 723 Raja Rajeshwari  V/s Mediapro
132 727 IMCL  V/s Mediapro
133 738 Hotel & Restaurant  V/s Mediapro
134 739 Sanghi Media  V/s Mediapro
135 749 Bhima Ridhi  V/s Mediapro
136 750 Bhima Ridhi  V/s Mediapro
137 755 Manoranjan Cable  V/s Mediapro
138 756 India Sateliate System  V/s Mediapro
139 757 Allien Braodbcasting  V/s Mediapro
140 758 Cable Vision  V/s Mediapro
141 759 Sri Rajan V/s Mediapro
142 760 Zaheer Cable  V/s Mediapro
143 761 Star Cable TV  V/s Mediapro
144 762 Sky Cable  Network  V/s Mediapro
145 763 Sri Vanketeshwara  V/s Mediapro
146 764 PRT Satellite News  V/s Mediapro
147 765 Video Cable  V/s Mediapro
148 766 Cuddalore Sat Systam  V/s Mediapro
149 767 Chakra Channels  V/s Mediapro
150 768 Jai Mathadi Cable  V/s Mediapro
151 769 M. Sky Land  V/s Mediapro
152 770 Dish Hobby Cable  V/s Mediapro
153 771 World Network  V/s Mediapro
154 772 Chinndyalti  V/s Mediapro
155 773 Sanu  V/s Mediapro
156 774 Nee Makkal N/w  V/s Mediapro
157 775 Sat Communication   V/s Mediapro
158 776 Pawar Cable N/w  V/s Mediapro
159 777 Jayan  V/s Mediapro
160 778 Sky Link  V/s Mediapro
161 779 Mastech  V/s Mediapro
162 780 Nithaya  V/s Mediapro
163 781 Achi Pra  V/s Mediapro
164 782 Metro TV  V/s Mediapro
165 783 Panruti  V/s Mediapro
166 784 Jay TV  V/s Mediapro
167 785 Murga N/w  V/s Mediapro
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168 786 Raghvinder  V/s Mediapro
169 787 Ortel Cable  V/s Mediapro
170 788 Metro TV  V/s Mediapro
171 789 SMV Cable  V/s Mediapro
172 791 Sharon Cable  V/s Mediapro
173 792 Sri Viryathi  V/s Mediapro
174 793 B.C.N. Cable  V/s Mediapro
175 794 Maa TV  V/s Mediapro
176 797 Communication  V/s Mediapro
177 835 Global Cable N/w  V/s Mediapro
178 837 Silverline  V/s Mediapro
179 838 Vishal Cable  V/s Mediapro
180 839 Digi  V/s Mediapro
181 844 Mahaakal Cable   V/s Mediapro
182 874 Hubli Communication  V/s Mediapro
183 928 Nagendra  V/s Mediapro
184 933 DKNR  V/s Mediapro
185 948 Cable TV  V/s Mediapro
186 958 PUR  V/s Mediapro

 


